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Abstract 

 

Data governance model plays a major role of security policies. In big data era the trusted governance polices and models are 

being developed. In this paper the importance of data governance model and big data governance model are explained briefly. 

The data governance is essential for decision making and faster access of data. Most of the big data dealing companies are facing 

constraints to resolve the obstacles in developing governance models. This paper will help to the big data analytic professionals 

to get the insight in the processing data governance model to support the business analytics. The major role of governance team 

is analyzed in this paper. 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION TO DATA GOVERNANCE 

 

 DATA CONFIDENTIALITY: A.

Data Confidentiality is a property it prevent the system from the unauthorized person that they can’t access the personal data 

directly or indirectly. There are many ways to accomplish the data for other purpose. So, when we are giving assurance of data 

confidentiality then it will be completely secure from the unauthorized users. It is mainly for customer to be the data will more 

secret from all other person by creating protection for data in high current trends manner. By using of hacker we can protect data 

in very safe and secure manner. 

 DATA QUALITY & PRIVACY: B.

The data Quality is moreover depends on the data privacy; it will be good in quality by how it is in privacy. The data quality 

mean that how our product is accurate & working relevant to the necessary purpose that is indicated. When the data maintain a 

good privacy then it must be good in quality. Whenever the data was good in quality then is there any fault occurs mean it will be 

easy to solve that. 

 DATA GOVERNANCE TEAM: C.

The Data governance is availability, usability, integrity, and security of the data employed in an enterprise. It is an overall 

management for all those enterprises. The team should handling data that must be very secure and save. If sample data is used for 

another project that team has to get permission from corresponding owner of data then after use the sample data in another 
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project otherwise customer will be in very serious problem that full responsibilities goes to team. All the team members are 

friendly with each other person then only the data governance will be more secure. All the members should familiar in current 

trends then it will help in protection of data (like hackers). 

 NEED OF DATA GOVERNANCE: D.

 To apply funding. 

 To increase the Confidence level. 

 To increase the speed access of data. 

 To do Bigger Decisions faster. 

 Accurate, Secure and Trustworthy. 

 Team coordination 

 Current trends team members 

II. BIG DATA GOVERNANCE MODEL 

 
Fig. 1 

 BENEFITS A.

 HETEROGENEOUS DATA INTEGRATION: 1)

The Data integration is mainly on developing business tricks and development with smart information. It will improve quality of 

database for data and reducing cost of project. The main master data will be more secure and trusted in developer side. In the 

master data will be clean and easier for viewing customer. It helps to view details of data in better effective result.   

 SECURITY AND PRIVACY ISSUES: 2)

It has more security and privacy. The security team will have a team members like hackers so that member will some hacking 

concepts that may help to give more security. Privacy deals the project data can only be using of customer alone in any situation. 

All the topics are interlinked in big data for protection. In the project the customer use security 

 ACCURATE DEEPER KNOWLEDGE: 3)

Accurate deeper knowledge is who handling real time project that person or developer must know deep knowledge in that 

concepts then only it helps to deliver a project at certain time construction. In data governance to get the insight doing project is 

mandatory. If any error or mistake in project the developer has to ready to clear that’s deeper knowledge. To do the predictive 

analysis the past and present data are being analyzed in terms of data driven decision making analysis. 

 DATA VALIDITY: 4)

Validating the data is the concept in which the data could be used in a proper way or in a correct manner, in more case the data 

cause become error in such a situation creating the data without an error. It is more responsible for the data. It will create the data 

without the error by detecting it, but it is very difficult process. 
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 DATA PROTECTION: 5)

This is the protection, which is based on some standards like trust, strategy affects, privacy and security. So this basis the issues 

will be reduced in project. 

All the privacy and security are included in the protection. It is very important all other division it mainly on protectively for 

data in main database if data for corresponding project. This is highly confidential while protecting data in developer side. For 

the particular person has no to share any official details to other. In data governance it will be good in protection. 

 SECURITY AND FASTER DELIVERY: 6)

In security it will secure the data from the unauthorized persons no other person can misplace any data since the data will be very 

secure. In the sense of the faster delivery the data could delivered to the customer in very faster rate. Whenever the product was 

developed by the developer in faster rate it won’t be difficult to work or to understand, it will be completely good in process. 

III. CONCLUSION: 

As we suspect the suggestion for data governance in big data. This is one of ways to show how data is related and usability in 

governance. By this we can get some idea about data governance using of this method we can set data with more, security and 

protection for customer. So the customer satisfaction can be fulfill with great improvement and it is also helps to solve real time 

problem in real time project. 
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